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Abstract
Epistasis is a key factor in evolution since it determines which combinations of mutations provide adaptive
solutions and which mutational pathways toward these solutions are accessible by natural selection. There is
growing evidence for the pervasiveness of sign epistasis—a complete reversion of mutational effects,
particularly in protein evolution—yet its molecular basis remains poorly understood. We describe the structural
basis of sign epistasis between G238S and R164S, two adaptive mutations in TEM-1 β-lactamase— an
enzyme that endows antibiotics resistance. Separated by 10 Å, these mutations initiate two separate
trajectories toward increased hydrolysis rates and resistance toward second and third-generation
cephalosporins antibiotics. Both mutations allow the enzyme's active site to adopt alternative conformations
and accommodate the new antibiotics. By solving the corresponding set of crystal structures, we found that
R164S causes local disorder whereas G238S induces discrete conformations. When combined, the mutations in
238 and 164 induce local disorder whereby nonproductive conformations that perturb the enzyme's catalytic
preorganization dominate. Specifically, Asn170 that coordinates the deacylating water molecule is misaligned, in
both the free form and the inhibitor-bound double mutant. This local disorder is not restored by stabilizing global
suppressor mutations and thus leads to an evolutionary cul-de-sac. Conformational dynamism therefore
underlines the reshaping potential of protein's structures and functions but also limits protein evolvability because
of the fragility of the interactions networks that maintain protein structures.
© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Epistasis, that is, nonadditive effects of mutations,
determines the topography of fitness landscapes
[1,2]. Hence, epistasis describes which combinations of mutations provide adaptive solutions and
which stepwise mutational pathways leading to
these solutions are selectively accessible [3–6]. In
doing so, epistasis determines the capacity of
organisms, and of their proteins, to evolve and
adapt, that is, their evolvability. Interestingly, by
increasing the dependence of mutational pathways
0022-2836/© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

on early mutations, epistasis causes mutational
pathways to be historically contingent upon initial
mutations [7,8]. This influence is particularly strong
in case of sign epistasis, where the sign-of-the-fitness
effect of a mutation (beneficial or deleterious) depends
on its genetic background [3]. For example, mutations
with individual beneficial effects, but combined deleterious effect, show reciprocal sign epistasis. They
create a rugged adaptive landscape, where different
trajectories may lead to adaptive peaks of different
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heights [1,3,4,9–11] and whereby some of the
trajectories can turn into evolutionary dead ends, or
cul-de-sacs [12–14].
Epistasis, including sign epistasis, is pervasive
[2,3]. The phenomenon itself is measured and relates
to organismal fitness. It is clear, however, that its
origins lie in antagonistic interactions between mutations, either in separate genes (or proteins) or within
the same gene/protein. However, the molecular basis
of epistasis remains poorly understood [10]. We have
better understanding of positive epistasis at the single
gene level, such as in deer mouse hemoglobin
adapted to high altitude [15]. Typically, stabilizing
mutations, which have no effect on protein fitness on
their own, are revealed as beneficial when they
compensate for new function mutations that are
typically destabilizing [16]. Such stabilizing mutations
can have local, specific compensatory effects [17,18],
or global effects, when they can compensate for a
whole range of destabilizing mutations [16] in noncontacting residues [19–21]. One case study of
positive epistasis in the vertebrate glucocorticoid
receptor revealed a mutation that was initially neutral,
yet by reorienting an α-helix, it enabled the acceptance of an adaptive mutation that would be deleterious on its own [22]. Overall, it appears that
stabilization of the protein's configuration promotes
its adaptive potential and underlines positive epistasis
[21,22]. However, a detailed, structural understanding
of negative sign epistasis is lacking: Why do certain
combinations of mutations, each of which is beneficial
individually, become deleterious when combined
[23,24]?
Here, we explored a case of negative reciprocal sign
epistasis between two adaptive mutations in TEM-1
β-lactamase, an enzyme present in numerous
antibiotic-resistant bacteria. These studied mutations,
G238S and R164S, are among the most common
mutations in clinically isolated variants and therefore
represent a highly relevant case study [25,26]. Wildtype TEM-1 confers resistance to natural penicillin
antibiotics. However, in the clinic, strains with new
resistance mutations are frequently isolated. This
increased resistance is the outcome of adaptive
evolution of TEM-1 for new, so-called second and
third-generation cephalosporins antibiotics. Adaptive
evolution of TEM-1 has occurred in numerous parallel
events and can be readily reproduced in the laboratory
[25]. The increased catalytic activity of TEM-1 to
second and third-generation cephalosporins antibiotics therefore comprises a broadly accepted model
for enzyme evolution [3,25,26]. Owing to the large
sampling of TEM-1 sequences by natural and directed
evolution, the absence of certain combinations of
mutations likely indicates their negative epistatic
interaction. This is the case with G238S and R164S,
which were individually found in 91 and 51 different
variants, respectively, both in laboratory and in clinical
contexts [25]. However, their combination has only

been observed in one clinical sample [27]. Indeed, the
combination of G238S and R164S results in in vivo
resistance levels to cefotaxime that are lower than
each of the single mutants (4-fold lower than R164S,
and 8-fold lower than G238S) and are similar to
wild-type TEM-1 (Refs. [7] and [27]). Laboratory
experiments attempting to evolve variants carrying
the R164S mutation toward high cefotaxime activity
indicated that R164S blocks the path to maximal
cefotaxime degradation activity [7]. One mutation,
E104K, improves R164S's activity, but the activity of
the R164S/E104K double mutant was still inferior to
G238S/E104K [24]. The only traceable trajectory to
higher cefotaxime resistance in these laboratory
evolution experiments was through reversion of
R164S and take over by G238S (Ref. [7]). Thus,
R164S seems to comprise an evolutionary cul-de-sac
[7]. However, the molecular basis underlining the
limited adaptive potential of R164S and of the
reciprocal sign epistasis with G238S remains
unclear.
The strong, nonadditive interaction between R164S
and G238S is surprising for two reasons: firstly, the
mutation sites are not in direct contact (N 10 Å apart),
and secondly, combining these mutations does not
further compromise TEM-1's global configurational
stability [7,16]. To determine the structural basis for
this classical case of reciprocal sign epistasis, and to
understand why R164S might lead to an evolutionary
cul-de-sac, we solved the crystal structures of the
R164S, G238S and double mutant R164S/G238S, in
their free forms and bound to an inhibitor. Although
these mutations are key first-step mutations in the
adaptation of TEM-1 to second and third-generation
cephalosporins antibiotics, the structure of enzymes
harboring these mutations with no additional
active-site mutations has not been available thus
far. The combination of free versus inhibitor bound
and of variable temperature X-ray data allowed for
increased sampling of the conformational ensemble
of TEM-1, thus unraveling the structural basis of
negative epistasis and evolvability in TEM-1.

Results
Mutations that confer TEM-1 with the ability to
hydrolyze new antibiotics are located mostly on the
loops surrounding the active site: the “Ω-loop”
(residues 164–179, Ref. [28]), the “238-loop” (residues 238–242, Ref. [29]) and the “101-loop” (residues 101–111, Ref. [30]). The mutations studied
here, G238S and R164S, enhance cefotaxime
hydrolysis (third-generation cephalosporins antibiotic) and reside on the 238-loop and the Ω-loop,
respectively [7,29]. Mutation G238S increases cefotaxime resistance levels by ~ 16-fold: the MIC or the
minimal inhibitory concentration increases from
0.06 μg/ml to 1 μg/ml (Table 1). Mutation R164S
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Table 1. Kinetic and stability parameters and E. coli resistance levels of the TEM-1 variants
Variant
Wild type
Stabilized v13a
Wild type + G238S
Stabilized v13 + G238S
Wild type + R164S
Stabilized v13 + R164S
Wild type + G238S + R164S
Stabilized v13 + G238S + R164S

Antibiotic
Amp
Ctx
Amp
Ctx
Amp
Ctx
Amp
Ctx
Amp
Ctx
Amp
Ctx
Amp
Ctx
Amp
Ctx

KM
(μM)
71 ±
n.d.
63 ±
n.d.
26 ±
403 ±
18 ±
502 ±
37 ±
536 ±
140 ±
887 ±
11 ±
578 ±
6±
1300 ±

9
13
4
146
5
65
7
51
36
173
11
26
0.85
137

kcat
(s−1)
1857 ±
n.d.
1040 ±
n.d.
42 ±
50 ±
72 ±
75 ±
75 ±
2.5 ±
164 ±
5±
7±
2.6 ±
11 ±
12.5 ±

27
21
0.4
3
0.5
1.4
25
0.1
24
0.5
3
0.1
0.2
0.85

kcat/KM
(M−1 s−1)
26
1 × 103
16.5
0.07 × 104
1.4
13
4
14.5
2.0
4.7
1.1
5.3
0.9
4.5
1.8
9.6

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

1.3 × 106
6
1.3 × 106
10
0.08 × 106
4 × 104
0.36 × 106
1 × 104
0.8 × 106
0.4 × 103
0.7 × 106
2.5 × 103
0.5 × 106
0.5 × 103
0.4 × 106
2 × 103

MIC
(μg/ml)
4096
0.06
n.m.
1024
1
n.m.
4096
0.5
n.m.
512
0.125
n.m.

n.d. is not detectable. A linear dependency of initial rates on substrate concentrations was observed (while applying the highest substrate
concentrations possible within maximal absorbance of OD264 nm ≤ 1.5), and thus, only kcat/KM could be determined.
n.m. is not measured. The increased stability may affect the export rates and yields of TEM-1 to the periplasm, and thus, the MIC values of
stabilized variants were not measured.
Amp, ampicillin; Ctx, cefotaxime.
a
v13 is a stabilized variant of TEM-1 described in Ref. [16] that exhibits essentially the same enzymatic parameters as the wild-type
TEM-1.

increases cefotaxime resistance by only ~ 8-fold
[7,31] (MIC =0.5 μg/ml) but exhibits increased resistance levels with other, primarily second-generation
antibiotics [31,32], as well as a weaker tradeoff than
G238S with ampicillin resistance (Table 1; see Ref.
[7]). In the absence of epistasis, the combined effect of
the R164S and G238S mutations is expected to be
multiplicative at the level of MIC (or additive at the level
of log MIC [33]), thus resulting in up to ~ 120-fold
higher cefotaxime resistance levels relative to wild
type. However, the double mutant's MIC is only
increased ~ 2-fold relative to wild type (Table 1).
Accordingly, the catalytic efficiency (kcat/KM) of the
R164S/G238S mutant with cefotaxime is essentially
identical with that of the single mutant R164S and
about 20-fold lower than that of G238S (Table 1; see
Ref. [7]). These losses in catalytic efficiency, combined with a more minor effect on TEM-1's conformational stability [7], result in the in vivo MIC levels of the
R164S/G238S mutant being lower than each of the
single mutants (Table 1; see also Ref. [7]). In addition,
the R164S/G238S mutant exhibits a very low kcat
value with ampicillin, the original substrate, and
accordingly much reduced MIC levels. The KM of the
double mutant with ampicillin was improved. However, given the covalent intermediate mechanism of
TEM-1, this change may in fact relate to a drastic
slowdown in the rate of deacylation and not improved
substrate affinity [34]. Further, in both the wild type and
the mutants, the KM is much lower than the applied
antibiotic concentrations, and therefore, the improvement in KM has little effect on resistance levels. Thus,
R164S and G238S exhibit negative reciprocal epistasis: the expected positive effect of both individual

mutations is inverted to negative when they are
combined.
Crystal structures
Due to their compromised configurational stability,
the single mutants, let alone the double mutant, were
poorly expressed in Escherichia coli [31]. Their
tendency to crystallize was also poor, especially of
the R164S/G238S double mutant. Indeed, although
a whole range of TEM-1 mutant structures is
available, a structure of this double mutant has not
been thus far attainable, not even at the background
of a stabilizing mutation, M182T, that is routinely
observed in clinical variants. Therefore, we made
use of a stabilized variant of TEM-1 dubbed v13 that
carries seven stabilizing mutations located on the
surface and away from the active site, including
mutations that are commonly observed in clinical
variants such as M182T (for a list of mutations and
their structural locations, see Supplementary Fig. 1).
This variant is essentially identical in structure with
wild-type TEM-1 (Ref. [16]), and the kinetic parameters of the studied 164 and 238 mutants in the
background of v13 are essentially identical with the
same mutations in the wild-type background
(Table 1). Further, structures of v13 show the same
active-site loop configurations and the same levels
of loop mobility as wild-type TEM-1 (Ref. [16]). The
individual effects of G238S and R164S, and the
nonadditive effects of combining them, on the kcat/KM
values for both cefotaxime and ampicillin are essentially identical with the effects of these mutations at the
wild type's background (Table 1). The in vivo effects
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could not be measured because the hyperstability of
v13 has major effects on periplasmic export. However,
the inconsistencies in the MIC level are the outcome of
differences in expression levels and export rates and
are therefore irrelevant to issues under study here.
The comparison of the in vitro measured kinetic
parameters and structures of the wild-type background (Table 1; Ref. [16]) indicate that v13 comprises
a valid model for studying the structural and mechanistic origins of the loss of TEM-1's catalytic function
when G238S and R164S are combined as manifested
in kcat/KM values and especially in kcat (discussed
below).
Overall, we solved 10 different structures of
stabilized variant carrying the studied active-site
mutations, individually and in combination (R164S/
G238S) at both cryogenic and room temperatures.
We obtained structures of the free enzyme form and
structures bound to EC25 (Ref. [35]), a covalent
borate-based inhibitor that mimics the deacylation
tetrahedral intermediate II [36] (Supplementary Fig.
2). EC25's structure resembles ampicillin and not
cefotaxime. However, a suitable boronate mimic of
cefotaxime is not available (the one available, LP08,
only mimics the thiazolyl part but not the lactam ring
and its bulky substituents [35]). However, in the
double mutant, cefotaxime and ampicillin show the
very same trend of loss of activity relative to the
single G238S mutant, both in relation to MIC values
in vivo and to the in vitro kinetic parameters
(Table 1). Additionally, as shown below, the origins
of negative epistasis are in the disturbance of
TEM-1's catalytic machinery, and the mechanism
of catalysis is essentially identical for both cefotaxime and ampicillin [37].

(a)

Structures were solved by molecular replacement
and refined to 1.05–2.4 Å resolutions. The anisotropic B-factors were refined in the high-resolution
data as detailed in Supplementary Table 1. All of the
newly solved structures align well to one another and
to the published wild-type TEM-1 structure (PDB
code: 1ZG4; Ref. [38]). The only significant conformational differences between the structures are in
the loops surrounding the active site, foremost in the
Ω-loop where R164S resides and in the 238-loop
that includes G238S. Analyzing the main loop
conformations in each of these structures reveals
that the G238S mutation samples between two
well-defined discrete 238-loop conformations but
that R164S results in a diverse Ω-loop conformational ensemble (Fig. 1). It should be noted that the
crystal packing of the TEM-1 structures obtained
here involves the Ω-loop where R164S resides.
Nonetheless, all structures presented in this study
exhibit the same space group C2, although the
published wild-type TEM-1 structure relates to a
different one (P212121; Ref. [38]). The comparison of
the single to the double mutant is therefore based on
all structures belonging to the same space group.
Additionally, packing interactions tend to be stabilizing and thus to favor a single conformation. Hence, if
anything, our data underestimate the conformational
ensembles of the mutants and specifically of the
double mutant.
The effects of G238S
In v13-G238S mutant, the dominant conformation
of the 238-loop is perturbed, while the Ω-loop
conformation more closely resembles the wild-type

(b)

Fig. 1. Superposition of active-site loops in all structures. (a) Superposition of the main Ω-loop conformation in all
wild-type structures (gray) and in the different v13-R164S mutant structures (blue). Room temperature structures are in
green; note that, in the double mutant (R164S/G238S) room temperature structure, the Ω-loop could not be modeled and is
therefore missing. Shown in sticks are the side chains of N170 that align the deacylating water (W1; gray for wild type, red
for mutants) and the catalytic S70 for reference. (b) Superposition of the main 238-loops conformation in all v13 structures
containing the G238S mutation (blue), in wild type (gray). The mutant structures determined at room temperature are in
green. Shown is A237 whose backbone amide positions the oxyanion hole water (W2). The loop conformations shown
relate to the main clearly observed in the electron density of individual structures. Structures included are 4OPY, 4OPQ,
4OP5, 4OQI, 4OQH, 4OQ0, 4OQG, 1ZG4, 4OPQ, 4OP8, 4OP4, 4OQI, 4OPZ, 4OQ0, 4OQG and 1ZG4 (Ref. [38])
(Supplementary Table 1).
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conformation (Fig. 2). Inspection of the 238-loop
Fourier difference density maps of both the free and
EC25-bound structures revealed alternative loop
conformations that resemble a wild-type-like conformation (Figs. 2 and 3, G238S, middle top and
bottom: density for the loop is fit by the dominant
“major” conformation shown in thick sticks and a
secondary “minor” conformation shown as thin
sticks). The alternative, open conformation, presumably allows access to the much larger cefotaxime
substrate and thereby increases the kcat/KM of
G238S by ≥ 130-fold relative to wild type in which
the closed conformation prevails. However, the
perturbed, open conformation also results in the
loss of a key interaction between the Ω-loop and
238-loop (E240's backbone amide with N170's
backbone carbonyl oxygen; Figs. 2 and 3 shown
as red broken circle). Apart from connecting the two
loops, the interaction with E240 seems to be critical
for stabilizing N170, a key catalytic residue that
coordinates the deacylating water molecule [39].
Concordantly, there is electron density consistent
with a second N170 side-chain conformation in a
no nca talytic o rie ntation . Howeve r, u nlik e
v13-R164S, in the v13-G238S structure, the mainchain conformation of N170 closely resembles the
catalytically competent wild-type conformation
(Fig. 2). Upon ligand binding, the minor conformation
of the 238-loop shifts to restore the interaction
between the loops (Fig. 3, G238S, middle bottom:
the red broken circle encompasses the wild-type and
minor 238-loop conformations). Supplementary
Movie 2 illustrates the relatively small changes in
the Ω-loop's configuration upon inhibitor binding in
comparison to the R164 mutant.
The incomplete shift of the minor conformation to
the catalytically competent conformation suggests
that formation of the transition states leading to and/
or from the acyl-enzyme intermediate involves a
higher entropic penalty for G238S than for wild type.
As shown below, this cost seems far more pronounced in the R164S mutant that samples between
many perturbed Ω-loop conformations in the free
enzyme.

the Ω-loop is distinct from the wild-type conformation
(C α RMSD is ~ 2 Å; Fig. 2). Accordingly, the interaction between E240-NH and N170-O is lost (Fig. 3,
shown as the red broken lines). Indeed, in the
inhibitor-free structure, N170 exhibits an outward
rotation relative to the wild-type conformation, away
from the deacylating water (Fig. 2). The deacylating
water is accordingly shifted, although its other ligating
residue, E166, exhibits wild-type conformation. Upon
EC25 binding, the mobility of the Ω-loop is reduced,
the critical interaction with the 238-loop is restored and
N170, as well as E166, adopts wild-type conformation
(Table 2 and Fig. 2). Supplementary Movie 1
illustrates the changes in the Ω-loop's configuration
upon inhibitor binding, the concomitant gain of
interaction between the Ω-loop and 238-loop and the
relocation of N170.
The binding of EC25 to TEM-1 is covalent
(Supplementary Fig. 2), thereby promoting its ability
to shift the equilibrium toward the well-organized
conformation of the Ω-loop and N170. The cost of
N170's alternative, noncatalytic conformation in the
case of the actual substrate is therefore likely to be
much higher. These results suggest that substrate
binding to the R164S mutant involves an increased
entropic penalty due to the poor preorganization of
the Ω-loop, as indicated by N170's perturbed
conformation, and the elevated B-factors for the
entire Ω-loop (a detailed analysis is provided below).
However, the perturbed Ω-loop conformational
dynamics of the free enzyme are likely required to
accommodate larger second and third-generation
cephalosporins antibiotics.
The observed differences in loop configurations,
and particularly of the Ω-loop, may relate to crystal
packing and may thus fail to report the enzyme's
actual configurations in solution. Note, however, that
all v13 structures presented here belong to the same
space group (Supplementary Table 2). Additionally,
the Ω-loop's configuration does not seem to vary
differently between structures belonging to different
space groups, suggesting that crystal packing does
not significantly alter this loop's configuration (Supplementary Fig. 3).
The combined effect of R164S and G238S

The effects of R164S
As previously reported [28,40,41], the R164S
mutant increased the conformational freedom of the
Ω-loop, as indicated by high B-factors and a weak
electron density (Table 2 and Supplementary Figs. 4
and 5) relative to other parts of the protein. Indeed, the
increased conformational freedom of the Ω-loop was
suggested to increase TEM-1's active-site accessibility for larger substrates such as cefotaxime [25,31].
The other active-site loops, including the 238-loop, are
well ordered in the R164S free and inhibitor-bound
v13 structures (Fig. 2). The dominant conformation of

A systematic analysis of the v13 double mutant's
structure did not reveal potential effects of the
mutations on substrate binding. Indeed, neither
R164S nor G238S is in direct contact with the
substrate (as far as can be judged from the EC25
complex) and neither takes part in catalysis.
Therefore, we examined the structures for longer-range effects. Both single mutants exhibit conformational changes within the active-site loops that
are necessary for accommodating the larger cefotaxime substrate [29,41]. However, these two
mutations have different side effects on the
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Fig. 2. The Ω-loop and 238-loop interactions network. A snapshot of the Ω-loop, the 238-loop and the key catalytic
residues in the free structures (left column) and in structures with the inhibitor EC25 bound (right column). Shown are
wild-type TEM-1 (gray), the single v13 mutants R164S (yellow) and G238S (blue) and the double v13 mutant R164S/
G238S (green). Catalytic residues are in smoked pink and EC25 is in light pink balls and sticks. Minor conformations of the
loops are shown in light blue. Broken lines represent putative interactions involving R164 and G238, and interactions lost in
the R164S/G238S double mutant are marked in blue in the wild type. The nonnative interaction in the double mutant
between E171 and S238 is in red. A putative stacking interaction between R164 and R178 (Ref. [42]) is also marked.
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Fig. 3. Electron density maps of the 238 and Ω-loops. The wild-type structure is shown for comparison in partially
transparent magenta. The 2mFo − DFc electron density maps for the two v13 single mutants and the v13 double mutant
are contoured at 0.5 (cyan) and 1 (blue) sigma, and mFo − DFc electron density maps are contoured at + 3.0 (green) and −
3.0 (red) sigma. (The m and D terms indicate that the maps were calculated while correcting for down-weight poorly
phased reflections and including a scaling factor to account for overall scattering differences due to missing components
such as partially ordered waters.)

active-site conformational ensemble, suggesting
that the mechanism underlining TEM-1's adaptation
toward cefotaxime is more complex than previously
proposed [43,44]. In the v13 R164S/G238S double
mutant, a wider ensemble of conformations that
includes nonproductive conformations in both the
free and inhibitor-bound states is seen (Fig. 2).
Specifically, like in the v13-R164S mutant, the
Ω-loop of the double mutant is conformationally

Table 2. The Ω-loop and 238-loop B-factors.
Relative loop B-factors (Å2)a
Structureb

Free enzyme

Wild-type 238-loop
Wild-type Ω-loop
G238S 238-loop
G238S Ω-loop
R164S 238-loop
R164S Ω-loop
R164S/G238S 238-loop
R164S/G238S Ω-loop

0.98
1.24
1.18
2.56
1.02
2.54
1.46
4.75

EC25 complex
—
—
1.06
1.75
1.12
2.22
1.24
3.34

B-factors indicate the level of thermally induced mobility of the
loops' backbone atoms.
a
Calculated for the set of the structures obtained at
cryotemperature (Supplementary Table 1). Noted are the
average B-factors for backbone atoms of all loop residues,
normalized to the average B-factor for all backbone atoms in a
given structure.
b
All structures here are on the background of stabilized v13
and belong to the same space group, thus minimizing biases due
to crystal packing, particularly in the Ω-loop.

heterogeneous. Additionally, like in the v13-G238S
mutant, the perturbed conformation of the 238-loop
dominates, and the near-wild-type conformation is
scarcely populated (Figs. 2 and 3, R164S/G238,
right top: the major and minor conformations of the
238-loop are shown as thin sticks with the position of
E240-N indicated by spheres in both minor and
major conformations). However, in the double
mutant, the 238-loop and Ω-loop fail to establish
interactions that stabilize the catalytically competent
conformation of N170. Further, N170's side-chain
carbonyl oxygen takes the place of the deacylating
water that is not present in the double mutant's free
structure, although E166 exhibits a wild-type-like
conformation. Even covalent inhibitor binding is
insufficient to drive the rearrangement. Supplementary Movies 3 and 4 address the minor and major
238-loop conformations, respectively. The morph
movies illustrate the profound changes in the
Ω-loop's configuration upon inhibitor binding, the
loss of interaction between the Ω-loop and 238-loop
in both the free and inhibitor-bound structures and
the displacement of N170.
The loss of the catalytically competent N170
conformation relates to a new, nonproductive interaction seen exclusively in the double mutant: in the
bound structure, E171's side chain interacts with the
backbone amide of E240 within the perturbed
conformation of the 238-loop (Figs. 2 and 3,
R164S/G238, right top: The interaction between
E171 and E240 is indicated by red broken lines). The
nonproductive 171-240 interaction originates to the
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loss of E171's side-chain interaction with R164 upon
mutating this residue to Ser. However, the 171-240
interaction does not occur in the v13-R164S single
mutant simply because the perturbed 238-loop
conformation is only populated when G238 is
mutated to Ser. Therefore, negative epistasis
between these two mutations has two primary
structural causes: (1) excessive conformational
flexibility when the two mutations are combined
decreases the preorganization of the enzyme active
site in the free state, and (2) a nonnative 171-240
interaction between the Ω-loop and 238-loop seems
to shift the equilibrium against the productive
active-site conformation. As discussed in detail
below, the shift toward nonproductive conformations is also apparent in the double mutant's free
structure, where the deacylating water molecule is
missing and, further, N170's side chain and the
catalytic S70's hydroxyl are within contacting distance. This interaction is likely to severely hamper
the active site (Fig. 2).
The disturbance of active-site preorganization
Enzyme active sites, including TEM-1's active site,
are preorganized in a catalytically optimal conformation [45,46]. However, the high mobility of the Ω-loop,
in both the v13 single R164S mutant and especially in
the v13-R164S/G238S double mutant, induced alternative, suboptimal configurations (Fig. 4a). To deter-

Table 3. Structural deviations between the free and
inhibitor-bound structures
Structure

All residues
(H25-W286)

Ω-loop
(E164-R179)

238-loop
(S238-S242)

Wild type
G238S
R164S
R164S/G238S

0.37
0.34
0.39
0.33

0.18
0.39
1.83
1.86

0.22
0.20
0.07
0.12

Noted are average RMSD values for main-chain atoms (in
angstroms).

mine the magnitude of conformational change the
apo-enzyme exhibits in order to get to the catalytically
optimal conformation, we examined the differences
between the free and the inhibitor-bound enzyme
structures. Specifically, we observed the displacement of N170, a residue that coordinates the
deacylating water molecule [39]. In wild type and
G238S, the overall deviations in the active site's
structure upon binding are minimal (RMSD ≤ 0.39 Å;
Table 3) and thus N170 is largely prealigned for
catalysis. In v13-R164S and R164S/G238S, however,
N170 is misaligned in the free structures, and the
Ω-loop exhibits a large conformational change upon
inhibitor binding (RMSD ≈ 1.85 Å; Table 3 and Fig. 4).
This displacement dominates the conformational
ensembles of the v13-R164S mutant and the v13
double mutant R164S/G238S but is only a minor

Fig. 4. The mutations impair TEM-1's catalytic preorganization. Superposition of the key active-sites residues in wild
type (gray), the v13 single G238S (blue) and R164S (yellow) mutants and the v13 double mutant R164S/G238S (green).
(a) Ligand-free structures. (b) The EC25 inhibitor complexes (EC25 is shown in balls and sticks). In the free structures, W1
represents the deacylating water and W2 represents the oxyanion hole water [45]. In the EC25-bound structures, the
borate's oxygen atoms, marked as O1 and O2, sit in the locations of W1 and W2, respectively. Note the dual conformation
of N170 in the EC25 complex of R164S/G238S.
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conformation in the v13-G238S mutant (Fig. 4a and
Table 4). Consistent with this structural analysis, the
R164S mutation was shown to impair deacylation in
class A β-lactamases [40,41]. Thus, the prevailing
conformations in the free enzyme states of
v13-R164S and v13-R164S/G238S probably exhibit
no or poor catalytic activity. The entropic cost of
selecting from multiple conformations, combined with
the impaired configuration of N170 even in the
inhibitor-bound structure, is manifested in the very
low kcat value of the double mutant. As expected,
inhibitor binding shifts the equilibrium toward the
catalytic conformation in all mutants (Fig. 4b and
Table 4). However, even in the inhibitor-bound
v13-R164S/G238S structure, a wild-type-like configuration of N170 is only observed at 0.5 occupancy
alongside an alternative, highly perturbed conformation that is unlikely to be catalytically active (Fig. 4b, in
green; Table 4).

B-Factors analysis
To further test the idea that increased conformational flexibility underlies the sign negative epistasis
between R164S and G238S, we examined the
refined crystallographic temperature factors (B-factors)
along TEM-1's polypeptide chain. B-Factors model
how much an atom deviates from its average position
in the crystal [47,48]. However, this model includes
both dynamic and static disorders and is sensitive to
model errors. B-Factors are especially useful reporters of molecular flexibility when discrete conformations cannot be distinguished in the electron
density. Since alternative conformations for the
238-loop are apparent at low electron density levels
(Supplementary Fig. 4 and 5), we carefully modeled
these fragments and then normalized the B-factors
within each structure to indicate the relative mobility of
atoms [48]. The normalized B-factors indicate that, in

Table 4. The key interactions underlining TEM-1's catalysis
Interaction distances (Å)
Interaction number
Free enzyme
Wild type
R164S
G238S
6R164S/G238S
EC25 bound
Wild type
R164S
G238S
R164S/G238S
Acceptor
Donor

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

2.5
2.7
2.5

2.8
3.5
2.3a
6.1
n.d.

2.8
3.2
2.9

2.4
2.9
2.8

3.2
2.9
2.4

2.9
3.1
3.0

2.8
2.7
2.7

3.0
2.9
2.9

2.7
2.7
2.8

n.d.

2.9

2.9

3.1

2.7

2.8

2.7

2.2
2.6
2.5
2.4

2.6
2.5
2.5
2.4

3.8
2.8
2.8
3.0

3.1
2.8
2.8
2.8

2.9
2.8
2.7
2.7

2.5
2.8
2.8
2.8

3.1
2.6
2.8
2.7

n.a.
n.a.

n.a.
n.a.

W2/O2b
A237 Nα

W2/O2b
S70 Nα

K73 NζH3
S70 Oγ

S130 Oγ
K73 NζH3

N132 Oδ
K73 NζH3

n.d.
2.8
2.5
2.5
2.5
E166 Oε
W1/O1c

2.9
2.6
2.7
2.7a
6.1
N170 Oδ
W1/O1c

The figure depicts a superposition of the key active-site residues in free (gray, PDB code: 1ZG4; Ref. [38]) and bound (green, PDB code:
4OQG) wild-type structures. The distances for the indicated bonds are provided in the table.
n.d. is not detected: the interaction is not observed because at least one of the interacting TEM-1 side-chain atoms is disordered.
n.a. is not applicable. These contacts are not hydrogen bonds.
The table's figure is TEM-1's active-site configuration.
a
N170 appears in two alternative conformations in this structure.
b
The oxyanion hole water or the borate oxygen atom mimicking it.
c
The deacylating water or the borate oxygen atom mimicking it.
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the free structures of the mutants, both the Ω-loop and
G238-loop exhibit higher flexibility in the mutants than
in wild-type TEM-1. Interestingly, while R164S mutation induces only local changes in the flexibility of the
Ω-loop, the G238S mutation induces alternative
conformations of the 238-loop and increased B-factors in both the 238 and the Ω-loop. In the double
mutant, we observed that both of the loops exhibit
increased B-factors. However, the Ω-loop exhibits
normalized B-factors that are almost 2-fold higher than
in each of the single mutants (Table 2). To determine
how flexibility changes upon inhibitor binding, we
analyzed the patterns of B-factors in the inhibitorbound structures. In both of the single mutants,
inhibitor binding reduced the B-factor values. However, in the double mutant, the reduction in the loop's
B-factors upon binding is much lower than in any of the
single mutants (Table 2). The B-factor analysis
therefore supports the hypothesis that the double
mutant exhibits a higher degree of conformational
freedom compared to the single mutants. Hence, we
suggest that both the negative epistasis between
R164S and G238S mutant and the decreased
evolvability of alleles carrying R164S result from the
mutations widening the conformational ensembles to
a level that penetrates into the active site and hampers
catalysis.

Discussion
Sign epistasis modulates the fitness landscape
such that traversing from one peak (i.e., a given
sequence and function) to another may occur via
only few trajectories [3,49,50]. Understanding the
underlying causes of this particular form of epistasis
may make evolutionary processes, and enzyme
design and engineering, easier to understand and
predict [2]. Here, we revealed the basis of reciprocal
sign epistasis between two mutations in TEM-1
β-lactamase that initiate alternative resistance pathways to second and third-generation cephalosporins
antibiotics including cephalosporins. As nearly all
other new function mutations in enzymes, R164S
and G238S occur not in the catalytic residues and
not even in residues that directly contact the
substrate [51]. Rather, they are located in loops
that surround the active site and in residues that are
N 10 Å apart. Nonetheless, these mutations strongly
interact phenotypically at the level of enzyme
function. Individually, each of the studied adaptive
mutations introduces conformational changes in the
active-site loops that enable TEM-1's active site to
better accommodate a new larger substrate. However, the level of conformational diversity introduced
by these mutations and the side effects of widening
the enzyme's conformational ensemble differ between these two mutations. While one mutation,
G238S, introduces new well-defined conformations,
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the other, R164S, introduces disorder along large
segments of the Ω-loop (Fig. 1). Further, in the
G238S mutant, the 238-loop conformation dominates in both the free and inhibitor-bound enzyme
forms—hence, this mutation simply reshapes the
loop (Table 3). In contrast, R164S induces an
ensemble of different conformations, most of which
are of nearly equal stability and are hence rarely
represented (manifested in the weak electron
density of the Ω-loop in the crystal). Binding of the
inhibitor and, accordingly, substrate binding and
formation of the transition state shift the equilibrium
toward the catalytically active conformation
(Table 3).
The existence of multiple nonactive conformations
is manifested in the kcat value of the R164S/G238S
double mutant with ampicillin (TEM-1's preferred
substrate) being ~ 10-fold lower than that of R164S
and 260-fold lower than that of wild type (Table 1).
Assuming “conformational selection”, that is, multiple preexisting conformations and substrate binding
shifting the equilibrium toward the functional conformation, the measured kcat relates to the kcat of
individual conformers multiplied by their relative
representation. Thus, a loss of ~ 100-fold in kcat
upon combining R164S and G238S (relative to the
expected additive effect) suggests that the fraction of
the catalytically optimal conformers dropped to ~ 1%.
The role of multiple preexisting conformers in
mediating the multifunctionality of proteins [52,53]
and their evolutionary potential [54] is widely
recognized. However, the evolutionary cost of
excessive conformational freedom, as observed
here, is generally overlooked. One case highlighting
the cost of increased conformational freedom relates
to a laboratory engineered trypsin/chymotrypsin loop
swap [55]. This swap resulted in an enzyme that was
not only catalytically impaired but also lacked the
expected chymotrypsin-like specificity. The low
turnover rate and specificity related to the high
mobility of active-site loops and their stabilization via
a single point mutation led to the recovery of the
enzyme's rate and specificity. In triosephosphate
isomerase [56], mutations destabilizing the loops
surrounding the active site severely hamper catalytic
activity and especially the kcat as observed here.
Similarly, in RNase H [57], insertion/deletion of a
glycine altered the ensemble of loop conformers and
modulated the catalytic rate. Here, we addressed the
effects of mutations that occurred along adaptive
evolutionary trajectories. We found that both G238S
and R164S increase the representation of a new
active-site conformation that better accommodates
cefotaxime. However, combining these two mutations results in noncatalytic conformers dominating
the conformational ensemble and in nonnative
interactions between the loops such as the hydrogen
bond between E171 and E240 (Fig. 2; R164S/
G238S, red broken lines).
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Thus, in TEM-1, sign epistasis between mutations
that increase enzyme function seems to be the
outcome of “conformational anarchy” whereby the
catalytically optimal conformation becomes diluted
to a degree that severely hampers catalytic efficiency. Previous work described the role of compensatory mutations with global stabilizing effects in the
evolution of new enzyme functions and specifically in
TEM-1 [31,51]. However, as far as the catalytic
parameters are concerned, the negative epistasis
effect between R164S and G238S in TEM-1 is not
alleviated by global, stabilizing, compensatory mutations—not by M182T (Refs. [7,24] and [31]), TEM-1's
most frequently observed stabilizing mutation and
not even in v13 that carries seven stabilizing
mutations including another known global suppressor, L201A (Ref. [58]). The inability to evolve a more
stable and rigid core and scaffold to compensate for
increased mobility of the active-site loops relates to
the polarized architecture of TEM-1 (Ref. [16]).
Our results therefore reveal a delicate balance
between the adaptive benefit associated with increased structural freedom and its cost. An example
of this tradeoff is antibody affinity maturation. Germline antibodies exhibit high conformational plasticity
yet low affinity, which is compensated by the higher
avidity of IgM antibodies. Maturation involves the
funneling of conformations toward the one that binds
the antigen and hence increase affinity [59,60].
Why do these TEM-1 mutations behave so differently—R164S leading to a local adaptive peak versus
G238S leading toward higher fitness? Both R164 and
G238 are part of an elaborate network that shapes
TEM-1's active site (Fig. 2). However, whereas R164
has seven contacts with neighboring residues, G238
has only two. Contacts density correlates with how
buried a residue is [61], yet R164 and G238 exhibit the
same relative solvent accessibility. Thus, R164
exhibits higher than average contact density for its
degree of burial (mean = 4.8 contacts per residue)
whereas G238 is far below average (Supplementary
Fig. 6). This difference goes beyond the expected for
the different sizes of these amino acids. The high
connectivity of R164 results in the collapse of this
interaction network upon mutating to serine (Fig. 2)
and the appearance of noncatalytic conformations
(Fig. 4). Negative epistasis in TEM-1 may therefore
relate to the network properties of protein folds. These
so-called “small-world” networks [62,63] are characterized by most residues (nodes) being connected via
few hubs. In such networks, highly connected
residues as R164 are relatively rare, and their
perturbation severely undermines the network [63].
These networks, however, are highly robust to
changes in weakly connected nodes as G238.
Accordingly, position 238 shows ~ 10-fold faster
evolutionary rate than 164 (238 evolves 3 × slower
than TEM-1's average and R164 30-fold slower as
calculated by rate4site [64]). Owing to its limited

connectivity within the active site's interactions network, position 238 exhibits high robustness and
innovability—the potential to promote new enzymatic
functions [65].
Overall, our analysis suggests a tight link between
protein structural networks, conformational ensembles and evolvability. At least for the case of TEM-1
β-lactamase, we observed a delicate balance between the potential of mutations to introduce new
conformations that may initiate new functions and
their cost in over-broadening the protein's conformational ensemble. The latter appears to result in
negative epistasis and what seems to be an evolutionary cul-de-sacs in TEM-1's adaptation via the
R164S mutation. Better understanding of how a
protein's architecture, structural networks and conformational dynamics at different timescales affect this
balance will promote our understanding of protein
evolution and also advance the design and engineering of new proteins [66,67].

Materials and Methods
Crystallization
Wild-type TEM-1 and mutants were expressed and
purified as previously described [16]. For crystallization,
concentrated solutions of TEM-1 variants (60 mg/ml) in
25 mM Tris (pH 8.4) and 100 mM NaCl were submitted to
crystallization trials. Crystallization was performed using the
hanging-drop vapor diffusion method. Equal volumes
(0.5 μl) of protein and reservoir solutions were mixed, and
the resulting drops were equilibrated at 293 K against a
400-μl reservoir solution made of 9% (wt/vol) polyethylene
glycol (PEG) 8000, 100 mM 4-morpholineethanesulfonic
acid (Mes) (pH 6.2) and 200 mM Ca(OAc)2 for all mutants
and 6% PEG 8000, 100 mM Mes buffer (pH 6.2), 200 mM
Ca(OAc)2 and 50 μM NaF for the wild type. Microseeding
was performed to obtain larger crystals. For the structures
bound to EC25 (Ref. [35]), the crystals were soaked for 1 h
at 293 K in a solution containing 50 mM EC25, 20% (wt/vol)
PEG 8000, 25% PEG 600, 100 mM Mes (pH 6.5) and
200 mM Ca(OAc)2 for all mutants. The wild-type TEM-1
crystals were soaked using the same protocol in a solution
containing 50 mM EC25, 25% PEG 600, 100 mM Mes
(pH 6.5) and 200 mM Ca(OAc)2.
Data collection at 100 K
Crystals of ligand-free proteins were mounted on microloops (MiTeGen, USA) and transferred into a cryoprotectant
solution containing 20% PEG 8000, 25% PEG 600, 100 mM
Mes (pH 6.5) and 200 mM Ca(OAc)2 for 1 min and were
then flash-cooled in liquid nitrogen. For the bound wild-type
and v13 structures, the soaking solution was used as
cryoprotectant. X-ray diffraction data of mutant G238S free
and in complex with EC25, R164S and R164S/G238S in
complex with EC25 were collected on a Rigaku R-AXIS IV++
imaging plate area detector mounted on a Rigaku RU-H3R
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generator with CuK α radiation focused by Osmic confocal
mirrors (in-house source). The X-ray diffraction data of the
wild-type crystals in complex with EC25, of v13 mutants
R164S and R164S/G238S (free forms), were collected at
ID29 beamline (European Synchrotron Facility, Grenoble,
France) using a PILATUS 6M detector. The diffraction data
of R164S crystals were collected on ID14-1 beamline
(European Synchrotron Facility) using an ADSC Q210
detector.
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Accession codes
Protein Data Bank: Atomic coordinates and structure
factors have been deposited with the accession codes
PDB codes: 4OPY, 4OPQ, 4OP5, 4OQI, 4OQH, 4OQ0,
4OQG, 4OP8, 4OPR and 4OPZ.
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jmb.2015.05.011.

Data collection at 293 K
Crystals were mounted on microloops (MiTeGen) and
transferred into capillaries (Hampton, UK). Diffraction data
were collected on a Rigaku R-AXIS IV++ imaging plate
area detector mounted on our in-house source.
Data processing and refinement
Diffraction data were integrated and scaled using XDS
package [68]. Molecular replacement was performed using
MOLREP [69] using the structure of wild-type TEM-1 (PDB
code: 1ZG4; Ref. [38]) as the starting model. Manual
model improvement was performed using Coot [70] and
the refinement was performed using REFMAC5 (Ref. [69])
and PHENIX [71]. Data collection and refinement statistics
are provided in Supplementary Table 1. Figures depicting
structures were prepared with PyMOL.
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Relative loops B-factors
The occupancies of all residues in all analyzed
structures were set at a value of 1 (for residues with
alternative conformations, the sums of occupancies were
set at 1). The structures were re-refined using REFMAC5
(Ref. [69]). The relative loops B-factor values were
obtained by normalizing the B-factor values of the loops
main-chain atoms by the average B-factor of main-chain
atoms of the whole structure as described in Ref. [16].
RMSD between free and bound structures
RMSD calculations were performed using the
Swiss-PDB viewer, using main-chain atoms of the loops
or the entire structures.
Evolutionary rates
Evolutionary rates were calculated using rate4site [64] as
described in Ref. [18]. This method computes the relative
evolutionary rate for individual protein positions across the
entire phylogeny, via Bayesian Estimation. The rates are
normalized with respect to the phylogeny such that the
expected rate over all sites is 1. Hence, the rate of each site
indicates how rapidly the site evolves relative to the mean.
The sequence alignment was taken from ConSurf and
contained 150 sequences with 95–35% identity to wild-type
TEM-1.
Number of contacts and accessible surface area values
were calculated as in Ref. [16].

Abbreviations used:
PEG, polyethylene glycol; Mes, 4-morpholineethanesulfonic acid.
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